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WARNING:

A VIDEO TAPE OF THE NEWSCAST SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE FBIS TV CENTER. VIDEO TAPES MAY BE ORDERED DIRECTLY FROM FBIS BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING TOLL-FREE NUMBERS:

AND IN VIRGINIA TAPES NOT ORDERED WITHIN 30 DAYS WILL BE ERASED.
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TEXT:

//("VID" (VIEW AND OTHERS) VARIETY PROGRAM; RECEPTION GOOD;
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM)

"VID" PROGRAM, PRESENTED BY IGOR KIRILLOV, 1640-2109 GMT
1. (0030) INTRODUCING THE PROGRAM, KIRILLOV REFERS TO THE "STATE OF SHOCK" EXPERIENCED BY MANY PEOPLE IN THE LAST 3 DAYS BECAUSE OF THE WITHDRAWAL OF LARGE-DENOMINATION BANKNOTES. HE SAYS: WE ALL UNDERSTAND THE NEED TO COMBAT INFLATION AND CORRUPTION, BUT IN THIS CASE THE MEASURES WERE PERHAPS NOT EXACTLY IN KEEPING WITH THE AIM OF THE EXERCISE. THEY HAVE EVEN AFFECTED THE HEALTH OF OLD AND SICK PEOPLE, VETERANS, AND OTHERS. THEY HAVE ALSO GIVEN RISE TO ALL MANNER OF RUMORS AND APPREHENSIONS, NOT ALL OF THEM UNFOUNDED. THE MATTER THEREFORE REQUIRES CAREFUL ANALYSIS, SOMETHING THE "PROGRAM 500" INTENDS TO DO NEXT FRIDAY, ON 1 FEBRUARY.
2. (0215) "PROGRAM 500" FEATURE, PRESENTED BY PETR DMITRIYEV: OVER VIDEO OF VARIOUS GROUPS OF WORKERS, MILITIAMEN, AND MEDICS RELAXING BETWEEN SHIFTS, THE NARRATOR NOES THE APPOINTMENT OF PAVLOV AS PRIME MINISTER AND WONDERS HOW THE TRANSITION TO THE MARKET ECONOMY WILL DEVELOP. HE SAYS THAT THE CATEGORY OF "UNEMPLOYED PERSON" HAS NOW ACQUIRED OFFICIAL RECOGNITION, ALONG WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE TEMPORARY WORK ABROAD.
3. (0430) NARRATOR DISCUSSES NEW NOTIONS OF OWNERSHIP. IN AN INTERVIEW, ALEKSANDR KRASNOSELSKY, STAFFER AT AN ECONOMIC POLICY INSTITUTE ATTACHED TO THE USSR CO'NCIL OF MINISTERS, EXPLAINS THE THEORY OF HANDING OVER STATE PROPERTY TO THE PEOPLE AND OF WHO WILL BE ENTITLED TO HOLD DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROPERTY.
4. (0550) "POSTFAKTUM" ITEM ON STATISTICAL DATA RELATING TO THE RETAIL MARKET IN RUSSIA LAST YEAR.
5. (0640) ITEM ON A SOVIET-U.S. MANAGEMENT SEMINAR SHOWS LECTURE IN PROGRESS, THE BRIEF COMMENTS ON THE CONCEPT OF BUSINESS FROM SOME OF THE PARTICIPANTS.
6. (0730) VIDEO SHOWS PRESENTATION ON THE STATE OF THE USSR ECONOMY, PREPARED BY STOCK MARKET ASSOCIATION FOR THE USSR AND UNION REPUBLIC
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I. (1000) INTERVIEW WITH HEAD OF CLOTHING CONCERN IMPORTING U.S. JEANS AND JACKETS, COMPARING PRICES.

II. (1015) "LESSONS OF THE MARKET" FEATURE ON SOVIET SPANISH MEAT AND SAUSAGE ENTERPRISE, SHOWING THE PRODUCTION PROCESS. IT IS NOTED THAT A CONTRACT WITH THE BALTIC REPUBLICS WAS BROKEN OFF "FOR REASONS BEYOND THE FACTORY'S CONTROL."

9. (1300) ADVERTISMENT FOR INKOM BANK; "SEMIGOR" COMPUTER COMPANY; USSR-U.S. "DIALOG" COMPUTER COMPANY; "SEMIGOR" COMPANY.

"VID" INTERRUPTED AT 1655 GMT FOR CARTOONS AND THE VREMYA NEWSCAST (VREMYA FILED AS LD2601001791 PROGRAM SUMMARY 251800: MOS 91-5081).

"VID" RESUMES AT 1905 GMT

10. (02.25) KIRILLOV INTRODUCES THE "ELDORADO" PROGRAM, PREFACING IT WITH WARNING ABOUT THE NEED TO CHECK OUT THE RELIABILITY OF SUCH REPORTS.

11. (02.28) CLIP FROM JAPANESE TV SHOWS MAN WALKING ON BROKEN GLASS WITHOUT INJURY.

12. (02.35) A DOCTOR RECOMMENDS UNORTHODOX TREATMENT FOR BRONCHITIS SUFFERER, INVOLVING THE INHALATION OF AEROSOL PREPARATIONS.

13. (02.41) JAPANESE TV CLIP SHOWS MAN TIED WITH TWISTED WIRE WITHOUT LACERATING HIMSELF.

14. (02.43) INTERVIEW WITH UFA RESIDENT WHO CLAIMS TO HAVE SEEN EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE-FORMS THOUGHT TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE "PERM TRIANGLE."

15. (02.54) JAPANESE TV CLIP SHOWS MAN BREAKING ROCKS WITH HIS BARE HANDS.

16. (02.55) INTERVIEW WITH MOSCOW ARTIST WHO HAS PHOTOGRAPH OF A UFO.

17. (03.02) STUDIO INTERVIEW WITH SCIENTIST ON HIS THEORY OF "PARALLEL WORLD."

18. (03.10) JAPANESE TV CLIP SHOWS FEAT OF SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH.

19. (03.11) VIDEO REPORT ON SOVIET BOY WHO SHOWS HOW HE READS WITH HIS HANDS WHILE BLINDFOLDED. HE AND A "PEOPLE'S HEALER" DEMONSTRATE THE CURING OF A CASE OF DEAFNESS. REPORT ENDS WITH INTERVIEWS WITH SOME OF THOSE CURED BY SIMILAR TECHNIQUES.

20. (03.26) ADVERTS.

21. (03.29) KIRILLOV INTRODUCES MTV TOP TWENTY.

22. KIRILLOV SIGNS OFF AT 2109 GMT, SAYING HE HOPES VIEWERS WILL JOIN HIM NEXT WEEK.

NOTE THAT THE "VZGLYAD" (VIEW) PROGRAM WAS NOT SHOWN AND NOT REFERRED TO IN THIS EDITION OF THE "VID" PROGRAM.

THE CURRENT EDITION OF "SEVEN DAYS" PROGRAM PREVIEW MAGAZINE ON PAGE 18 UNDER THE HEADING "VZGLYAD PRESENTS" CARRIES A FEATURE WHICH INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING PAGE:

"PROGRAM PRESENTER IVAN DELCIVDOV WRITES - IF, HAVING COMPLIED WITH THE GOSTELERADIO LEADERSHIP'S REQUIREMENTS, WE ACTUALLY MANAGE TO GET ON THE AIR ON 25 JANUARY, AND GOSTELERADIO FOR ITS PART MEETS THE CONDITIONS OF THE PROPOSED CONTRACT, THEN NATURALLY THE FIRST EDITION FOLLOWING THE UNPLANNED BREAK WILL BE IN THE NATURE OF A REVIEW. IT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY DEAL WITH QUESTIONS OF NO SMALL IMPORTANCE."
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IMPORTANCE. NATURALLY, THE FIRST EDITION OF 'VZGLYAD' THIS YEAR WILL BE PRESENTED BY THE PROGRAM'S MAIN PRESENTERS ALEKSANDR LYUBINOV, VLADISLAV LISTYEV, AND ALEKSANDR POLITKOVSKII.